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Abstract
Performance variance is a serious problem for parallel ap-
plications, which can cause performance degradation and
make applications’ behavior hard to understand. Therefore,
detecting and diagnosing performance variance are of crucial
importance for users and application developers. However,
previous detection approaches either bring too large over-
head and hurt applications’ performance, or rely on nontriv-
ial source code analysis that is impractical for production-run
parallel applications.

In this work, we propose Vapro, a performance variance
detection and diagnosis framework for production-run par-
allel applications. Our approach is based on an important
observation that most parallel applications contain code
snippets that are repeatedly executed with fixed workload,
which can be used for performance variance detection. To
effectively identify these snippets at runtime even without
program source code, we introduce State Transition Graph
(STG) to track program execution and then conduct light-
weight workload analysis on STG to locate variance. To
diagnose the detected variance, Vapro leverages a progres-
sive diagnosis method based on a hybrid model leveraging
variance breakdown and statistical analysis. Results show
that the performance overhead of Vapro is only 1.38% on
average. Vapro can detect the variance in real applications
caused by hardware bugs, memory, and IO. After fixing the
detected variance, the standard deviation of the execution
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time is reduced by up to 73.5%. Compared with the state-of-
the-art variance detection tool based on source code analysis,
Vapro achieves 30.0% higher detection coverage.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Parallel
algorithms; • Software and its engineering → Software
performance.

Keywords: Performance Variance; Anomaly Detection; Sys-
tem Noise

1 Introduction
Performance variance has been confirmed as a serious prob-
lem when running parallel programs on data centers [10],
supercomputers [22, 36], and cloud platforms [32, 41, 42],
which happens in different processes or threads within one
execution and between executions. As the execution time of a
parallel program is mostly determined by the slowest process
or thread, performance variance may slow down the whole
program evenwhen only one process or thread is affected. As
shown in Figure 1, the time spent on the same task with fixed
nodes varies greatly. Variance not only leads to performance
degradation or resource waste, but also makes applications’
behavior unstable and hard to understand.
Performance variance comes from various sources, in-

cluding OS interruption [11, 26], memory errors [48], cache
conflicts [34], network interference [23], and many other
hardware or software faults [25]. The varying symptoms
of performance variance make detection and diagnosis ex-
tremely difficult [25]. General approaches like rerunning,
tracing applications, and executing benchmarks during the
execution of applications can help detect variance. However,
such intrusive approaches introduce large overhead and
cannot be deployed in a production environment, which
is a serious limitation due to the poor reproducibility of per-
formance variance. Therefore, a lightweight online detection
and diagnosis approach is necessary to find out whether and
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Figure 1. 100 repeated executions of 256-process NPB-CG on
the same group of nodes on the Tianhe-2A supercomputer.

why performance variance happens during the execution of
a running program.

To address this problem, we leverage an important obser-
vation that many parallel applications contain code snippets
that are repeatedly executed with fixed workload [44, 45, 48].
For example, applications, such as neural networks and im-
age processing, repeatedly execute certain math kernels
to perform the same computation (with different data) in
each iteration. These fixed-workload code snippets can be
used as benchmarks inside programs to detect and diagnose
performance variance at runtime since it is expected to take
unchanged execution time for all executions.
Although other works have tried compiler techniques

to identify fixed-workload snippets for variance detection,
they have major limitations regarding variance detection,
diagnosis, and usability. For the state of the art, vSensor [48],
1) it misses many fixed-workload snippets that cannot be
determined at compilation, and fails to handle complex alias
analysis [6]; 2) it cannot diagnose variance since it neglects
the crucial properties of fixed workload for variance diag-
nosis; 3) it is impractical for closed-source applications and
libraries, which are common in the production environment.
Therefore, how to detect variance without source code and
diagnose performance variance remains an open problem.
To overcome the limitations of existing approaches, we

have to solve two main challenges. 1) How to identify.
An application generates a continuous instruction flow at
runtime. We need to split the instruction flow into a set of
fragments (i.e., an execution of a code snippet) and identify
fragments with fixed workload at runtime. It is challenging
because only limited runtime information is available for
identification. 2) How to diagnose. The runtime of programs
does not contain much semantic information and the causes
of variance are numerous. In addition, although various
runtime performance data provides rich information, we
should keep a small overhead for production environments,
which limits the amount of collected data.

In this work, we propose Vapro, a light-weight perfor-
mance variance detection and diagnosis tool without re-
quiring source code, which is practical for production-run
parallel applications. Vapro is based on two important obser-
vations missed by previous works. First, many code snippets

have de facto fixed workload or only a few classes of work-
load, which are usable benchmarks inside programs but can
only be identified at runtime. Second, the comparability of
fixed workload makes it ideal for variance diagnosis. By com-
paring various performance information of fixed workload,
the differences among them can effectively expose the causes
of variance.
Based on the observations, we propose a series of novel

approaches. There are three main contributions in our work.

• We propose a new data structure, called State Transition
Graph (STG), to track program execution and reorganize the
collected dynamic fragments. With a fixed-workload frag-
ment identification algorithm executed on STG, we perform a
light-weight online analysis algorithm to detect performance
variance and quantify their influence.
• To diagnose variance without source code, we propose a

progressive diagnosis method based on a hybrid model with
a combination of variance breakdown and statistical analysis.
It takes both software and hardware into consideration and is
able to progressively locate fine-grained reasons with a small
overhead, which can effectively guide variance diagnosis.
• We evaluate Vapro on real applications with up to 2,048

processes to verify its efficacy on large-scale parallel appli-
cations. Vapro only introduces 1.38% performance overhead
on average and has a 30.0% higher detection coverage than
the state-of-the-art tool. Vapro detects variances resulting
from a hardware problem on Intel processors, distributed
filesystem, memory, and computing resource competition.
Experimental results show that optimizations based on the
crucial reports from Vapro reduce the standard deviations of
executions by up to 73.5% and bring a speedup up to 24.0%.

In this work, we focus on detecting and diagnosing the
performance variance caused by external environment, such
as the variance caused by hardware, OS, and communication
functions implemented in shared libraries. Vapro helps users
and system maintainers identify whether applications are
running with performance slowdowns caused by environ-
ment. For the detected variance, Vapro provides the most
possible reasons causing variance to help fix such problems.

2 Overview
Vapro is packaged as a dynamic library to perform data
collection and analysis. It requires no re-compilation or re-
link of applications. Figure 2 illustrates the workflow of
Vapro. Each step is described in detail:
1. Intercepting Vapro splits the running progress of an
application into a number of fragments (i.e., an execution of a
code snippet) by intercepting the external functions provided
by dynamic libraries. For a repeatedly executed code snippet,
it generates many fragments at runtime.
2. Building STG (§3.2) Vapro generates an STG as a repre-
sentation of the running progress of a program.
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Figure 2. Vapro overview.

3. Performance Data Collection (§3.3) Vapro records
runtime information for fragments, including elapsed time,
function parameters, and performance counters.
4. Identifying Fixed-workload Fragments (§3.4) Vapro
identifies fragments with fixed workload by clustering for
each STG edge and vertex.
5. Variance Detection (§3.5) Vapro automatically locates
performance variance by analyzing the clustering result.
6. Progressive Variance Diagnosis (§4) For detected vari-
ance, Vapro leverages a breakdown model and a statistical
method to progressively pinpoint the potential causes.
7. Visualization For variance detection, Vapro plots a heat
map to illustrate the normalized performance and reports
the region of variance and the quantified performance loss.
For variance diagnosis, Vapro breaks down the variance and
shows the impact and time duration for each factor.

3 Performance Variance Detection
Vapro is based on the observation of fixed workload. In this
section, we will introduce how Vapro locates performance
variance by analyzing fixed-workload fragments.

3.1 Fixed-workload Fragments

1 MPI_Comm_size();
2 ... // Omitted loops with similar characteristics
3 for (int i = 0; i < num_cols * num_vectors; i++)
4 y_data[i] *= alpha;
5 ...
6 MPI_Waitall();

Figure 3. A code snippet with fixed workloads in AMG [53].

A code snippet can generate several sets of fixed-workload
fragments. Figure 3 shows an example of a code snippet
between two MPI invocations. It is not a code snippet with a
fixed workload at compilation time, since the loop termina-
tion condition is determined by two non-constant variables.

However, although this snippet is executed hundreds of times
in a program execution, there are only 7 different workloads.
By distinguishing these different workloads at runtime and
dividing them into separate sets of fixed-workload fragments,
Vapro exploits code snippets that cannot be identified in
static analysis-based tools, such as vSensor [48].

3.2 State Transition Graph
To identify potential code snippets with fixed workload for a
parallel application, we first split the running progress of an
application into a set of fragments. We propose a new data
structure, named State Transition Graph (STG), to organize
these fragments. We give a formal definition of STG below.
Definition 1. State Transition Graph (STG) is a representa-
tion of the running progress of a parallel application. In an STG,
vertices record a program’s running states, while edges repre-
sent their transitions between different states. An application’s
running progress is partitioned into a set of fragments. From
one fragment to another, the program has a state transition.
STG is built during program executions. Vapro creates

a vertex for each running state and an edge if the program
transfers from one state to another. A key point of building
STG is to attach fragments to STG according to their running
states. In Vapro, we have two alternative approaches to
record a running state. They are based on call-site and call-
path information respectively. Using call-site information
as running states generates a context-free STG, while using
call-path generates a context-aware STG.

Sub-loop 0

Sub-loop 1

Sub-loop 2

MPI_Irecv MPI_Send MPI_Wait

MPI_Irecv MPI_Send MPI_Wait

MPI_Irecv MPI_Send MPI_Wait

MPI_Irecv MPI_Send MPI_Wait

Enter outer loop

Leave outer loop

Figure 4. A context-free STG.

Context-free STG In a context-free STG, the state of a frag-
ment is only determined by the call-site of the corresponding
invocation. We use the CG program of NPB benchmark [9] as
a running example to show how we build a state transition
graph. Figure 4 shows the context-free STG for a nested loop
in CG1. A vertex in Figure 4 represents a communication
call-site in the source code. Edges in Figure 4 represent
the transition between communication call-sites, i.e., the
computation code snippets among them. With a context-free
STG, all the communication and IO invocation fragments
from the same call-site are attached to the same vertex, and
all the computation fragments from the same computation
block are attached to the same edge.
1It is the cgitmax loop in cg.f:1170-1360.
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Context-aware STG Different from a context-free STG, a
context-aware STG takes the entire call stack of external
invocations into consideration. Invocations from the same
call-site may have different call-paths. For example, each
vertex or edge in Figure 4 corresponds to two vertices or
edges in a context-aware STG, since the code is executed in
both warm-up and real test stages with different call-paths.

3.3 Performance Data Collection
Performance Counters Performance counters, including
software counters such as the number of page faults and
context switches, and hardware counters like performance
events provided by performance monitor unit (PMU), are
valuable information for understanding performance. Vapro
collects runtime data through performance counters for fixed
workload identification and variance diagnosis. It adopts
different methods for computation, communication, and IO
workloads. We elaborate each on type as below.
Computation Workload The ideal way to classify the
workload of two computation fragments is by comparing
their instruction flows. However, its enormous overhead
makes it impossible for light-weight online analysis. We have
to find proxy metrics that are able to represent the workload
and remain stable even under performance variance.
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N-th execution

Figure 5. Performance data of fixed-workload computation
fragments in 16-process B-scale CG under the computation
and memory noises.

Figure 5 shows the values of TOT_INS (total number of
instructions) and TSC (timestamp counter, a high-precision
clock in CPU) for fixed-workload fragments in CG. We in-
ject CPU and memory noises 2 while CG is executing. The
results show that the TOT_INS is stable and insensitive to
the noises, while the TSC, i.e., the execution time, is affected.
Thus, Vapro takes TOT_INS as a crucial proxy metric for
computation workload analysis by default. Users are able to
specify other PMU metrics for analysis in Vapro as well, e.g.,
the number of load and store instructions, or cache miss rate.
Collecting more performance metrics improves the precision
of workload representation but introduces extra overhead.
Communication Workload Different from computation
workload, PMU metrics of CPU cannot directly reflect com-
munication workload. For example, if a receiving process
2In this work, the computation noise is generated by executing stress [5]
on the same CPU core of applications and the memory noise is generated
by executing stream [33] on the idle cores.

is waiting for its sending process via busy-waiting, it will
generate lots of memory access instructions. As a result, the
number of memory access instructions is proportional to
the waiting time rather than actual communication time. To
address this problem, Vapro uses communication invocation
arguments, including message size, the source and destina-
tions processes, and other invocation-specific information,
such as the scope of broadcast communication, instead of
PMU values to approximate communication workload.
Vapro records the elapsed time of each communication

invocation to analyze its performance. Although the elapsed
time can be affected by load imbalance and some other
factors, we take them as a whole into account since they
demonstrate communication performance in some degree.
For more precise timing on non-blocking communication,
users can also choose the communication libraries exposing
underlying communication time, such as the MPI library
with an enhanced profiling layer [49].
IO Workload Similar to communication workload, Vapro
collects function parameters to identify IO workload. Param-
eters that have an influence on IO performance are recorded,
such as sizes of data, file descriptors, and IO modes.

3.4 Identifying Fixed-workload Fragments
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(c) Workload clustering
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different workload
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3

Figure 6. Clustering fragments by their workload. The
workload of fragments is represented with different shapes.

So far, we have attached fragments with runtime informa-
tion to STG. However, as shown in Figure 6b, fragments on
an STG edge or vertex can have various workload patterns,
which cannot be directly used byVapro for variance analysis.
To identify fragments with fixed workload, we propose a
light-weight approach based on workload clustering. Al-
though Figure 6 only shows the clustering of computation
fragments on edges, we similarly identify fixed-workload
communication and IO fragments on STG vertices.

We represent all kinds of workload with a workload vec-
tor which contains normalized performance metrics and/or
invocation arguments, and then cluster these workload vec-
tors. Vapro has to cluster millions of fragments collected at
runtime without any priori knowledge, such as the number
of clusters (i.e., the number of different workloads). A large
number of algorithms have been studied to decide the opti-
mal number of clusters during clustering, such as hierarchical
clustering and minimum radius based automatic k-means
clustering [55]. However, they have high time complexities
of at least𝑂 (𝑛2) [12] and𝑂 (𝑛𝑑𝑘+1) [27], where 𝑘,𝑑, 𝑛 are the
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number of clusters, dimensions, and vectors to be clustered.
Most of these algorithms require complex computation (non-
linear time complexity in the number of vectors) which is not
suitable for light-weight performance analysis, especially for
production-run parallel applications.
Clustering Algorithm To address this problem, we present
an ad-hoc clustering algorithm (Algorithm 1) leveraging prop-
erties of the performance metrics. The Euclidean norm, i.e.,
the length of vectors, is used to classify different workload
vectors. This is because a smaller norm of workload vectors,
such as a smaller number of cache misses, usually means
better performance. Performance variance usually enlarges
these metrics rather than decreasing them. For metrics that
are the larger the better, we convert them into the opposite
metrics. Then, for fixed-workload fragments, their norms
have a concentrated distribution near the smallest norm
of all data, which indicates the stable performance. After
selecting the least norm of unprocessed fragments, we find
all fragments whose distance from the fragment with the
least norm is smaller than a predefined threshold (5% in
our implementation). For example, computation fragments
within 1000-1050 instructions and 200-210 load and store
instructions are put into the same cluster. The computational
complexity of this algorithm is linear with respect to the
number of workload vectors without regard to the sorting,
so it introduces a small overhead. This will be shown in the
evaluation in §6.2.

Algorithm 1: Clustering algorithm for identifying
fixed workload snippets.

1 foreach edge/vertex in an STG do
2 Sort all fragments attached to this edge/vertex

according to the norms of workload vectors
3 while unprocessed fragments exist do
4 Select the fragment with the smallest norm
5 Find similar fragments whose distance from

the selected fragment is less than a
predefined threshold

6 Move them into a new cluster
7 end
8 Report clusters with too few fragments
9 end

In Vapro, we do not strictly require the workload in the
same cluster to be identical and tolerate a small difference.
Themain reason is the inherent error of PMUmechanism [51].
Additionally, Vapro aims to detect performance variance
that has a significant performance impact, so the small dif-
ference of workload does not prevent detection for severe
performance variance. During the post-processing (Line 8),
clusters with too few fragments (less than 5 in our current
implementation) but long execution time will be reported,
which means that the corresponding execution path is not

executed repeatedly. Users need to pay attention to whether
these fragments represent abnormal performance.

3.5 Performance Variance Detection
After workload clustering, Vapro uses these fixed-workload
fragments to detect performance variance. For a parallel
application,Vapro detects performance variance both within
a single process (in the temporal dimension) and across
multiple processes (in the spatial dimension).
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Figure 7. Detecting variance from multiple fragment clus-
ters. Circles and triangles mean fragments with different
workload and lines mean their normalized performance.

Intra-processDetection For fragmentswith the samework-
load, Vapro calculates the normalized performance for every
fragment. As shown in Figure 7b, fragments with different
workloads are analyzed separately. For each fragment in
a cluster, Vapro normalizes their performance according
to their time consumption. The performance of the fastest
fragment is normalized to 1, and the others are between 0
and 1. Then, the normalized performance of both clusters
is merged to produce an overall performance report. To re-
port the performance of profiled programs concisely, Vapro
merges the normalized performance from all clusters for
computation, network, and IO, respectively.

Application 
processes

Server 
processes

Transfer data to server processes

Periodically 
inter-process 

analysis
Overlapped sliding windows

Figure 8. Periodic analysis for multiple processes.

Inter-processDetection Since different processes and threads
often have similar tasks for parallel applications, Vapro
detects inter-process variance by analyzing fixed-workload
fragments from multiple processes or threads. As shown in
Figure 8, Vapro uses dedicated server processes for inter-
process analysis. The server processes collect performance
data from clients periodically. Each time, the server processes
analyze the data for the last time window. The periods of
analysis windows are overlapped so that the analyzed results
from different periods can be concatenated together.
Vapro servers report normalized performance as a heat

map, where performance variance is represented by light-
colored blocks. Figure 9 shows an example of multi-threaded
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PageRank under injected memory noise, where the vertical
axis denotes different processes or threads and the horizontal
axis denotes time progress.
Variance Locating Vapro automatically pinpoints the vari-
ance by the region growing method. It regards a contiguous
region with normalized performance below a threshold (0.85
in our implementation) in the heat map as a possible vari-
ance. All possible variance is reported to users according
to their impact on performance, which is calculated by the
normalized performance. Users are able to select regions of
interest on the heat map for diagnosis as well.
Sampling Similar to most performance monitoring tools,
sampling is an optional approach for Vapro to trade off
between overhead and accuracy. By skipping recording part
of external invocations, Vapro dynamically achieves a de-
sired balance between overhead and the detection ability.
Heuristic sampling policies can be adopted by Vapro, such
as skipping short fragments instead of long ones, to maintain
high detection coverage with low overhead.

4 Performance Variance Diagnosis
In this section, we describe how Vapro automatically diag-
noses the detected variance. Based on a variance breakdown
model (§4.1), the execution time is broken down into several
factors(§4.2). Vapro adopts a progressive analysis method to
effectively locate the causes of variance (§4.3).

4.1 Variance Breakdown Model
Vapro leverages the crucial comparability of fixed work-
load to diagnose variance. Since fixed-workload fragments
without performance variance should have the same exe-
cution time and similar results of performance counters,
differentiating performance counters can reveal the reasons
for variance. In this work, we only use performance counters
inside processors and OS to illustrate our approach. Even
though, the sources of variance vary and hundreds of coun-
ters exist. However, only a small number of counters can be
simultaneously collected due to overhead constraints.
To diagnose the variance with a small overhead, we pro-

pose a variance breakdown model to guide the direction of
diagnosis. As shown in Figure 10, it covers both hardware
and software variance. A node in Figure 10 represents a factor
accounting for partial execution time, which corresponds to
certain hardware or software performance counters. Nodes
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are organized hierarchically according to the inclusion rela-
tion of their execution and form several stages for variance
diagnosis. The model first divides computation time into
five stage-one (S1) factors. For the time when processes are
running on CPUs, the variance breakdown model divides it
into four S1 factors according to the top-down structure of
PMU events [54]. For example, the S1 factor backend bound
represents the time spent on computation and memory ac-
cess, i.e., the S2 factors core bound and memory bound in
Figure 10. These S2 factors can be further broken down into
S3 factors. For the process suspension caused by OS, its
time is included in the S1 factor of suspension. Similarly,
suspension can be further divided into fine-grained factors,
such as page faults and other common OS events, which
is extendable for covering more factors in diagnosis. By
differentiating the time on each factor for fixed-workload
fragments, Vapro quantifies the variance caused by each
factor.

4.2 Quantifying Time of Factors
To compare the impact of different factors on variance diag-
nosis, Vapro quantifies the time cost for each factor by col-
lecting corresponding performance counters. Performance
counters have different units and Vapro classifies them ac-
cording to whether they can be directly quantified in time.
In Figure 10, the factors with background color are directly
quantifiable in time, such as how long a process spends on
CPU frontend bound 3. With the help of well-designed hard-
ware PMU events, a top-down time breakdown is feasible
for factors in CPUs [54]. Since this breakdown relies on
formulas according to the meaning of PMU events, we call
this a formula-based method.
However, there are still many factors that cannot be di-

rectly quantified in time. For example, OS provides users with
the count of page faults. But we cannot directly calculate
the time of page faults according to this data. We propose
an OLS-based (ordinary least squares) statistical method to

3On the Intel Ivy Bridge CPUs, the time fraction of frontend
bound is equal to IDQ_UOPS_NOT_DELIVERED.CORE / (4 *
CPU_CLK_UNHALTED.THREAD)
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estimate the time of unquantified factors for variance diag-
nosis. Vapro separately processes fixed-workload fragments
to leverage their comparability. For each cluster, all factors
are normalized to the range of 0 to 1. Then, Vapro checks the
multicollinearity of factors by the Farrar-Glauber test [21].
In the multivariate OLS, multicollinearity means that one
explanatory variable can be linearly correlated with others.
This makes the estimated coefficients unstable and possibly
reduces the precision of results. Since some factors are re-
lated to each other, such as that a page fault in user space
is also a context switch, multicollinearity tends to occur
in our analysis. Vapro removes the multicorrelated factors
one-by-one until multicollinearity does not exist in OLS.

Vapro takes execution time as the explained variable and
factors as explanatory variables for OLS. For the OLS results,
only factors with a significant influence (𝑝 < 0.05) on the
time are considered in the following diagnosis. After scaling
the coefficients to recover the normalization, we obtain the
estimated time impact of each factor. For factors excluded
from OLS due to multicollinearity, their coefficients are es-
timated by their multicollinear relationship. Thus, Vapro
calculates the time of each factor to facilitate the performance
diagnosis in §4.3.

To verify this OLS-based statistical method, we compare it
with the formula-basedmethod. For the injected noise, which
will be shown in Figure 11, the impact of backend bound and
suspension estimated by the formula-based method (89.4%
and 4.9%) is consistent with the statistical method (86.6% and
3.1%).

4.3 Progressive Variance Diagnosis
Vapro adopts a progressive diagnosis method based on the
above variance breakdown model, which progressively lo-
cates major factors in the current stage and diagnoses its
fine-grained factors. The major factors are decided according
to their contribution to variance, which means how much
slowdown a factor causes. To calculate the contribution,
fragments costing more than 𝑘𝑎 times of the fastest fragment
are regarded as abnormal fragments (1.2 is used in our imple-
mentation) and the others are normal ones. Vapro takes the
average time of each factor in normal fragments as a refer-
ence value. Thus, the contribution of a factor is the difference
between the time of this factor in abnormal fragments and
the reference value. By summing up the contribution of all
abnormal fragments, we obtain the contribution of a factor
during a period of execution.
Figure 11 shows that fixed-workload fragments are in-

jected with computing noise and memory contention using
the samemethod in Figure 5. Since the noisesmainly increase
two S1 factors, suspension and backend bound, we take them
as axes and omit the other three S1 factors. The average of
the normal fragments is the origin in Figure 11. Thus, the
coordinates of fragments mean the contribution of factors.
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Figure 11. Variance breakdown of the fixed-workload frag-
ments of 16-process CG under concurrent computing noise
and memory contention. Each point represents a fragment
and itsmarker indicates themajor factor resulting in variance
for fragments under variance. BE and SP mean backend
bound and suspension. The dashed line shows the region
boundary of different major factors.

Vapro selects the factors contributing more than a thresh-
old (0.25 in our implementation) of overall variance as ma-
jor factors for further diagnosis. Then, the server notifies
clients to collect data for fine-grained factors. This diag-
nosing process repeats until the most fine-grained factors
are determined. In such a progressive way, Vapro requires
only a small number of concurrently active performance
counters and thus imposes low overhead. As a trade-off, this
method costs 𝑛 client-server data transferring periods and 𝑛
server analysis latencies to locate an S𝑛 factor in the variance
breakdown model. Compared with the long execution time
of applications in the production environment, this diagnosis
method reacts efficiently.
Vapro reports the impact and duration of each factor to

users. The impact of a factor is calculated by summing up
its contribution from all abnormal fragments. The duration
of a factor is the total time of abnormal fragments whose
major factors include it. For example, in the case of Figure 11,
the process suspension accounts for 60.3% of the slowdown
and influences 24.2% of the execution time. Previous noise
detection tools cannot break down variance for analysis due
to the lack of the precondition of fixed workload.

5 Implementation
In this section, we discuss the implementation details about
howVapro records performance data into STG and processes
performance data for a parallel application.
Intercepting External Functions We leverage runtime
symbol look-up interfaces on Linux, i.e., dlsym, and an envi-
ronment variable of dynamic linkers, LD_PRELOAD, to trans-
parently intercept these functions. Currently, Vapro sup-
ports the following external functions.

• Communication: MPI communications functions.
• IO: POSIX IO interfaces and MPI-IO functions.
• Multithreading: main POSIX pthread interfaces.
• User-defined explicit invocations.
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Although most parallel applications heavily rely on exter-
nal libraries, some of them execute with very few external
function invocations for a long period. For these programs,
Vapro inserts user-defined invocations into programs with
the support of Dyninst [13], a binary rewriting tool. We
insert explicit invocations at some key points, such as the
entry and exit of functions. The binary exponential backoff
strategy [24] is applied to adapt the frequency of profiling
data collection and limit the overhead of Vapro.
PerformanceDataAnalysisVapro provides amulti-threaded
server for online variance detection and diagnosis. For large-
scale parallel applications, Vapro supports concurrent data
collection with multiple servers to improve throughput. By
equally assigning parallel processes to different servers, servers
can achieve load balance. Further optimizations are feasible
with data collection frameworks such as MRNet [15], which
organizes servers into a tree-like structure.

6 Evaluation
6.1 Evaluation Setup
Vapro is implemented as a dynamic library and should be
preloaded at program executions. We collect TOT_INS for
workload clustering and evaluate it with real cases.
PlatformWe conduct the multi-process evaluation on the
Tianhe-2A supercomputer, whose nodes have dual 12-core
Intel Xeon E5-2692 v2 processors and 50 Gbps networks. The
multi-threaded applications are evaluated on a server with
dual 12-core Intel E5-2670 v3 processors.
ApplicationsWe evaluate (1) BERT [1], an efficient infer-
ence framework for the popular natural language process-
ing model BERT, (2) PageRank [4], a multi-threaded graph
computing application, (3) WordCount [2], a MapReduce-
style program, (4) AMG [53], a parallel algebraic multigrid
program solver, (5) CESM [30], the state-of-the-art climate
simulator with more than 500,000 lines of code, (6) 6 pro-
grams from the PARSEC suite [14] which covers the applica-
tions of image processing, finance, and hardware design, and
(7) 7 programs from the NPB [9] benchmarks with E-class
problem size. These programs are from diverse fields and
cover both multi-threading and multi-processing.

6.2 Overhead and Detection Coverage
Overhead Table 1 shows the performance overhead and
detection coverage of Vapro and the state-of-the-art vSen-
sor [48]. Since vSensor does not support multi-threaded ap-
plications, we present the evaluating results of multi-process
applications in detail. The overhead of Vapro is small since
Vapro is triggered only when external functions are invoked,
which are time-consuming communication and IO opera-
tions. Therefore, the overhead of Vapro is bounded by a
small ratio of the cost of external function invocations.Vapro
with context-aware STG has higher overhead (3.81%) than
that with context-free STG (1.80%) due to the costly call

stack backtracing operation for the call-path information.
Although both Vapro and vSensor introduce low perfor-
mance overhead, vSensor, as a tool relying on source code
analysis, fails to work on complex applications with large
codebases, such as CESM.
Vapro is configured with a 15-second reporting period

and one server process serves 256 application processes.
The overhead of Vapro servers is only 0.4% (1/256) of the
resources used by applications. For the storage overhead,
Vapro generates 12.8 or 47.4 KB data per second for one
thread or process on average. Since detailed performance
data can be periodically analyzed and merged as normalized
performance, Vapro has a small storage requirement.
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Figure 12. 1024-process SP under a computing noise.

Detection Coverage Since only the variance during the
execution of fixed-workload fragments is detected, we define
detection coverage as the ratio of time on repeated fixed-
workload fragments to total execution time. To exemplify
the importance of coverage, we compare different tools for
the C-scale NPB SP program under the computing noise that
lasts one second. As shown in the red circles in Figure 12,
Vapro accurately detects the 50% performance loss caused by
OS process scheduling, which equally divides CPU time for
the application and the noise process. However, vSensor in-
correctly reports a 90% performance loss lasting 1/10 second,
since its detection coverage (8.7%) is significantly lower than
Vapro (36.4%). The low coverage causes that vSensor cannot
collect enough fragments to correctly show the impact of
context switch caused by OS scheduling.
The detection coverage of Vapro exceeds 70.0% and out-

performs vSensor by 30.0% on average, which is critical for
the precision of detection. More importantly, Vapro works
on programs with runtime fixed workload, such as AMG and
EP, which static analysis-based vSensor cannot handle.
In Table 1, context-free STG outperforms context-aware

STG with 10.8% higher average coverage and smaller over-
head. This is because workload clustering overcomes the
disadvantage of context-free STG. According to these eval-
uating results, context-free STG is more favorable, and we
use it in the following experiments.

6.3 Verification of Fixed Workload Identification
To verify the fixed workload identification algorithm, we
record the exact execution paths and compare them with the
clustering results of Vapro. We evaluate four applications
with medium codebases. All loops and branches in their hot
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Table 1. Performance overhead and detection coverage (with 2048 and 1024 processes for CESM and the other multi-process
applications, and 16 threads for multi-threaded programs). CA and CF mean Vapro with context-aware and context-free STG.

Multi-process
Applications

Overhead (%) Coverage (%) Multi-threaded
Applications

Overhead (%) Coverage (%)
vSensor CA CF vSensor CA CF CF CF

AMG 2.02 1.34 0.37 0.00 57.5 66.4 BERT 0.75 72.8
CESM N/A 8.06 0.02 N/A 33.8 47.7 PageRank 2.70 47.3

N
PB

BT 0.22 2.07 2.00 80.1 83.7 86.2 WordCount 0.41 74.1
CG 0.00 0.29 0.72 19.5 78.3 78.2

PA
RS

EC

FFT 0.16 66.9
EP 0.00 1.04 1.04 0.0 87.5 87.5 blackscholes 0.00 84.9
FT 2.21 4.73 5.13 93.2 72.0 72.2 canneal 2.63 81.3
LU 1.12 8.56 2.88 65.9 97.4 97.7 ferret 0.02 79.0
MG 1.03 6.99 2.86 76.2 5.1 77.7 swaptions 0.00 92.4
SP 1.22 1.19 1.23 29.4 66.6 66.3 vips 1.85 96.7

Mean 0.98 3.81 1.80 45.5 64.7 75.5 Mean 0.95 74.1

Table 2. Verification of fixed workload identification. C, H,
and V mean completeness, homogeneity, and V-Measure (the
harmonic mean of C and H) scores. Programs are executed
with 16 processes or threads.

Applications Number of
fragments C H V

CG 3801 1.00 1.00 1.00
FT 640 1.00 1.00 1.00
EP 16 1.00 1.00 1.00

PageRank 672 1.00 0.74 0.85

spots, which cover more than 80% of the execution time, are
instrumented for recording execution paths.
Table 2 shows the clustering results by the homogene-

ity, completeness, and V-Measure scores [39]. All the com-
pleteness scores are equal to one, which means that frag-
ments with the same workload are in the same cluster. For
PageRank, the homogeneity score (0.74) indicates that some
fragments with different workloads are clustered together.
By inspecting its source code, we find that some fragments
with approximately equal workload (e.g., a common 100000s-
iteration loop with only less than twenty different arithmetic
operations) are put into one cluster. Since these workload
differences are small, such mixed clusters do not hinder
Vapro from detecting variance which significantly impacts
performance.

6.4 Comparing with Profiling Tools
We generate parallel computational noises to interfere with
processes. After 2048-process E-scale CG is started, comput-
ing noises are injected into two different computing nodes.
Figure 13 shows that Vapro accurately locates the perfor-
mance variance (two white boxes) and reports a 42.8% com-
putation performance loss. With the regression based on the
variance breakdown model, Vapro reports that involuntary
context switches have a significant negative influence (𝑝 <

0.001) on performance.
The execution time breakdown provided by profiling tools

is often misleading. We take mpiP [50] as an example, whose
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Figure 13. Detection results of 2048-process CG under
software noises by Vapro.
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Figure 14. Results of 2048-process CG by mpiP.

result summarizes the computation time and communication
time. The result of mpiP in Figure 14 shows that the commu-
nication time increases and the computation time remains
the same, which indicates a network problem. mpiP high-
lights the significant increase in communication time caused
by dependence, but omits the relatively small changes in
computation time. However, with the help of fixed-workload
fragments, Vapro catches the nuanced change and diagnoses
it. For vSensor, it cannot pinpoint the source of variance
although the variance is detected.

6.5 Case Studies
In this subsection, we present three case studies covering
variance caused by hardware cache variance, memory prob-
lem, and IO variance.

6.5.1 Detection of a Hardware Bug. In this case, we
evaluate High Performance LINPACK (HPL) [20] with 36
processes on a computing node with dual 18-core Intel Xeon
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Gold 6140 processors. All processes are bound to the ded-
icated processor cores to mitigate the interference of OS
scheduling. In our test, HPL usually has a stable performance
with performance variation of less than 2%, since it has
relatively little communication. However, Vapro captures an
abnormal execution with 22.2% longer execution time than
the normal run.
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Figure 15. Detection results of an HPL execution under
hardware variance detected by Vapro.

Figure 15 shows the normalized performance reported
by Vapro. From the figure, we can find that there is a large
performance variance among processes, especially for pro-
cesses on the second processor socket, whose process IDs are
between 16 and 31. With the progressive variance diagnosis,
Vapro reports that 96.6% of the slowdown results from the
backend bound in the CPU pipeline. The fine-grained break-
down shows that the L2 and DRAM bound (48.2% and 38.0%
of the slowdown) are mainly responsible for this variance.
This result implies that the extra cache misses and memory
accesses impair the performance. By recording several low-
level micro-architecture PMU events related to cache and
repeating the execution, we verify that this variance is corre-
lated with a PMU metric counting the number of CPU cycles
stalling on L2 cache miss4. This phenomenon of variance
matches a severe Intel processor hardware bug related to the
L2 cache [28, 34], which makes data in the L2 cache evicted
and randomly generates significant slowdowns.

To mitigate this problem, we leverage the huge page mech-
anism to decrease the frequency of problematic L2 cache
evictions. Figure 16 shows the cumulative distribution func-
tion of the HPL performance. With the original page size of
2 MB, significant performance degradation is shown on the
left side of the figure. After using 1 GB pages, the standard
deviation of the execution time is reduced by 51.3%.
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Figure 16. Distribution of HPL performance.
4The event name is CYCLE_ACTIVITY.STALLS_L2_MISS

For this problem, which influences all programs on the
problematic processors, Vapro provides an online detection
and diagnosis approach based on comparing fixed-workload
fragments from different processes. Since the inter-process
comparison fails without the presupposition of fixed work-
load, other profiling tools, such as perf [17], cannot achieve
it. vSensor fails in this case as well since it is a closed-
source application provided by Intel. Vapro not only fa-
cilitates an early stop for the affected programs, but also
avoids time-consuming re-executions for diagnosing this
non-deterministic problem.
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Figure 17. Detection results of computation results for 128-
process Nekbone by Vapro.

6.5.2 Detection of Memory Problem. In this case, we
execute the 128-process Nekbone [3], a computational fluid
dynamics problem solver, on Tianhe-2A. As shown in Fig-
ure 17, Vapro locates processes on a node which is slower
than others. By breaking down the variance, 97.2% of the
slowdown is caused by backend bound, and nearly all of it
is contributed by the memory bound. With memory tests,
we find that the memory bandwidth of this node is 15.5%
lower than others. By replacing this problematic node, it
yields a speedup of 1.24×. We have reported this finding to
the system administrator.
One could argue that this variance can be detected by

benchmarks in advance, but as shown in the previous case
and Figure 1, variance happens even when programs are
executed on the same nodes.
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Figure 18. Detection results of IO performance for 512-
process RAxML by Vapro.

6.5.3 Detection of IO Performance Variance. The third
case study focuses on RAxML [46], a popular phylogenetic
analysis application. We execute this application with 512
processes and observe a significant execution time variance,
which ranges from 41.1 to 68.0 seconds for 10 consecutive
executions. Vapro suggests that both computation and com-
munication performance are stable. However, as shown in
Figure 18, the IO performance variance is reported by Vapro
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for the first process, which has significantly lower perfor-
mance than the others. Vapro identifies the most varied
fixed-workload IO fragments and plots their execution time
in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. IO performance of consecutive read and write
operations with fixed workload in RAxML.

Following this important hint, we further investigate RAxML
and find that it merges data from multiple small files. Thus,
its performance is vulnerable to the variance of the shared
distributed file system. To reduce the distributed file system
access, we implement a simple file buffer for these files. This
optimization yields a 17.5% speedup and a 73.5% reduction
in the standard deviation of overall execution time. In this
case, although we cannot collect performance counters from
the distributed file system due to security reasons, Vapro
still efficiently filters out irrelevant factors to provide crucial
hints for the solution.

7 Related Work
Detecting variance by general approaches There have
been several general approaches for performance variance
detection and diagnosis. Micro-benchmark is a classic ap-
proach to detect system variance [26, 32]. But running bench-
marks is intrusive, it interferes with other applications and
is not suitable for online production detection. The major
drawback of tracing is its prohibitive data volume and per-
formance overhead [29, 52, 56]. Program profiling [50] often
discards time sequence information so it is difficult to detect
performance variance in the time dimension. Although vari-
ance can be detected by performance modeling [38], building
accurate models is extremely difficult.
Detecting variance caused by environment On detecting
performance variance, an effective approach is differenti-
ation, which means determining the processes or periods
with different behavior. For works based on fragment-level
fixed workload differentiation, vSensor [48], identifies such
fixed-workload code snippets with static analysis to detect
variance. However, relying on source code analysis, vSensor
is impractical for proprietary programs and misses snippets
with de facto fixed workload which cannot be determined at
compilation. Shah [43] estimated the impact of external inter-
ference on bulk-synchronous MPI applications by comparing
fixed-workload segments. However, neither of this work nor
vSensor can diagnose the causes of variance. In contrast,

Vapro diagnoses variance and provides crucial guides to
solve it, which is not supported by these works.
Many research works are able to detect or diagnose the

performance variance with differentiation in other methods.
IASO [37] detects fail-slow, i.e., extremely severe perfor-
mance variance, by monitoring the response time of requests.
X-ray [8] leverages performance summarization and deter-
ministic replay to locate basic-block-level causes of perfor-
mance anomalies. UBL [18] predicts performance anomalies
in the cloud by unsupervised learning. VarCatcher [57] de-
tects and analyzes variance patterns by the parallel charac-
teristics vector. Compared with these works, Vapro is able
to locate, quantify and diagnose the variance online, which
cannot be covered by a single one of the above works.
Detecting variance caused by applications Software bugs
lead to performance variance as well. STAT [7] detects the
root cause of the programhanging problem by finding out the
processes with a different call-stack. AutomaDeD [31] uses a
Markov model to find bugs by comparing their control-flow
behavior history and finding the least-progress process. Su
et al. [47] identifies several performance bugs by recording
function-level variance. PerfScope [19] analyzes system call
invocations to locate candidate buggy functions. Sahoo et
al. [40] finds software bugs by monitoring program invari-
ants. Other tools such asHytrace [16] and PRODOMETER[35]
focus on this topic as well. Orthogonal to these works, Vapro
focuses on the diagnosis of performance variance caused by
the external environment instead of functional and perfor-
mance bugs inside applications.

8 Conclusion
We present Vapro, an online light-weight performance vari-
ance detection and diagnosis tool for production-run parallel
applications. We combine a novel data structure to dynami-
cally identify fixed workload for variance detection. Based
on the variance breakdownmodel,Vapro diagnoses variance
and reports the most possible reasons that the previous tools
cannot realize.
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